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Building an online computing service over volunteer grid resources Mark Silberstein Technion [email protected]



Abstract—Volunteer computing grids have traditionally been used for massively parallel workloads, such as processing data from large scientific experiments. We argue that the domain of volunteer grids can be extended well beyond this specific niche, by enhancing them with built-in mechanisms for integration with with standard clusters, grids and clouds, to compensate for unexpected fluctuations in resource availability and quality of service. The resulting capabilities for ondemand dynamic expansion of the resource pool, together with sophisticated scheduling mechanisms will turn volunteer grids into a powerful execution platform for on-line interactive computing services. We will show our experience with the GridBoT system, which implements these ideas. GridBoT is part of a production high performance online service for genetic linkage analysis, called Superlink-online. The system enables anyone with the Internet access to submit genetic data, and easily and quickly analyze it as if using a supercomputer. The analyses are automatically parallelized and executed via GridBoT on over 45,000 non-dedicated machines from the Superlink@Technion volunteer grid, as well as on 9 other grids and clouds, including the Aamazon EC2. Since 2009 the system has served more than 300 geneticists from leading research institutions worldwide, and executed over 6500 different real analysis runs, with about 10 million tasks consumed over 420 CPU years. Keywords-Grids, Volunteer Grids, Online Computing Services



I. VOLUNTEER GRIDS : TECHNO - SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS Volunteer computing grids such as Seti@Home and Folding@Home have been instrumental to the proliferation of grid computing concepts and have turned into textbook examples of the largest computing environments ever used in production. Unlike standard grids and clusters, volunteer grids rely on a large community of passionate volunteers willing to contribute their computers to foster scientific discoveries. The BOINC [1] infrastructure has become a de facto standard for establishing volunteer grids. A BOINC-based grid is managed by a single work-dispatch server, which distributes the tasks among the BOINC clients. The BOINC execution client, installed on a volunteer’s computer, may connect to multiple work-dispatch servers, effectively sharing the machine between multiple community grids. This crucial feature makes the idea of establishing volunteer computing grids particularly appealing. Indeed, in theory, over three million participating computers can be accessed. The only challenge, which is surprisingly much more complicated, is to motivate their owners to join the newly established grid.



Traditionally, volunteer grids have been used for execution of monolithic massively parallel long running Bags of independent Tasks (BOTs), usually originating in large scientific experiments. Such workloads naturally benefit from the abundant but highly volatile grid resources, not only because of the immense parallelism, but also because the BoT submitters are ready to accept the best-effort quality of service of the grid. However, it is not clear whether volunteer grids can be used as a back end for production systems that provide interactive computing services, such as online video transcoding, photo-to-cartoon services, and interactive data analysis. Throughput-optimized modus operandi: often result in prohibitively high per-task execution overheads. For example, for the sake of scalability, a batch of tasks is sent to a host for sequential execution, and the results are reported only after completion of all the tasks in the batch. Similarly, execution clients are not allowed to request tasks too frequently, thus constraining the task execution time to be at least an order of several minutes. Thus, volunteer grids are often inefficient for executing short and mediumsized runs, which are in fact the most common inputs in the interactive service setup. Unexpected faults and resource volatility: may lead to recurrent task failures. Usually, a grid infrastructure automatically identifies these failures and resubmits the failed task. However, we observed that for a pool of over 45,000 hosts, about 0.01% of tasks may fail up to eight times until successful completion, in particular those with a dynamically changing memory footprint. We found that the local load on an execution machine may prevent the running task from acquiring additional memory. Furthermore, we observed that operating system updates, often installed automatically on the execution machines in the grid, may result in unexpected correlated failures. Not only do these failures increase the turnaround time of each task, but they make unattended task execution challenging because the successful termination can not be guaranteed. The sociological challenges: of volunteer grids are rarely considered by grid researchers. Yet, a volunteer grid is primarily a social network, a community, and as such it relies on the desire of real people to contribute their computers. If this highly dynamic community is not nourished, it will stop growing, shrink quickly, and eventually disappear, together with all the execution resources. For example, if a grid has



periods of idleness, or messages on the contributers’ message boards are left unanswered by the grid administrator, the number of active contributors starts dropping rapidly. Furthermore, active members of the community with strong negative opinions might not only remove their own resources from the grid, but encourage others to do the same. Such a protest can be due to dissatisfaction with the duration of the submitted tasks, or disagreement with the way the results of the computations are published. Moreover, the community may actually influence lowlevel design decisions. The following real example demonstrates this point. In a BOINC grid every submitted task is assigned an upper bound on the turnaround time, called a deadline. If the task is still incomplete by this deadline, it is considered failed and thus resubmitted. In the Superlink@Technion volunteer grid, the deadline is set to three days for all submitted tasks. Although in practice a single task rarely requires more than 2-3 hours, three days was the minimum acceptable value for the volunteers. The reason is hidden in the structure of volunteer grids in general, most of which assign very long deadlines of up to several weeks. Since a single client is connected to many such grids, those with shorter deadlines (less than three days) effectively require their tasks to be executed immediately, thus postponing the tasks of the other grids. Such a behavior is considered selfish and leads to contributor migration and a bad grid reputation, which together result in a significant decrease in throughput. Finally, volunteers create self-organized teams and sometimes migrate the whole team from one project to another at their discretion. Since the pool of resources is shared between multiple grids, these migrations might cause a sharp decrease in the available throughput. For example, in our Superlink@Technion grid we witnessed an unexpected 30% throughput drop when a group of about 2,000 contributers, with a total computing power equivalent to about 5,000 cores, decided to leave the grid for another one. While large well-established grids are less sensitive to such behavior, the vast majority of volunteer grids are much smaller, and thus severely affected. To summarize, volunteer grids indeed have an immense throughput potential. But unlike other types of grids that only require technical support to maintain normal operation, volunteer grids depend to a much larger extent on a good social engineering. Their actual performance is thus affected by many factors that are often beyond control of grid managers. Hence, volunteer grids alone cannot serve as a reliable long-term execution platform for a production system. II. M ERGING



MULTIPLE GRIDS



We argue that volunteer grids can become a viable platform for online computing services if they are enhanced to provide built-in mechanisms for easy integration with



standard clusters, grids and clouds. These mechanisms will enable automatic fail-over and thus compensate for fluctuations in resource availability and quality of service, as well as increase the performance via on-demand dynamic expansion of the available resource pool. Yet, simply merging resources from many grids is not sufficient for utilizing this combined environment in the context of online computing services. First, shorter runs might still be dispatched to the computers of the volunteer grid, and conversely, more reliable resources might be occupied by long-running tasks at the time the shorter ones are waiting for execution. Second, these resources themselves have vastly different properties because they come from different systems, and they certainly differ from the properties of the volunteer grid resources, primarily in terms of reliability, cost and intended usage pattern. For example, the aforementioned three-days deadline constraint is irrelevant for regular grids. Finally, these resources should be used in a cost-efficient way. For example, adding 20 cloud machines to a volunteer grid with 1000 machines has negligible impact on the turnaround time of a BoT with 200,000 tasks. However, adding one cloud machine for executing a BoT with only ten tasks would considerably improve the BoT turnaround time as compared to pure volunteer grid execution. Thus, to take advantage of the combined multi-grid environment, additional mechanisms are required for smart resource allocation and scheduling of multiple independent BOTs ranging from dozens to millions of tasks each. These mechanisms should also enable runtime optimizations for decreasing the turnaround for each BOT. Finally, they should make the resource provisioning in grids and clouds cost effective. A. Resource allocation and scheduling mechanisms in GridBot We describe the design of the GridBoT system [2], which implements mechanisms for multiple grid integration and execution of multiple BOTs. GridBoT leverages the existing BOINC infrastructure and modifies it to incorporate these mechanisms. The use of BOINC guarantees full compatibility with the existing volunteer grid clients installed in several million of computers worldwide. The high-level design of the GridBoT system is depicted in Figure 1. Our guiding principle is to separate resource allocation from task scheduling. This principle has been widely used in other systems, for example, Condor [3]. Resource allocation: The first step is to gain access to the resources in different grids and clouds via their standard job submission gateways. However, instead of running a real task, we submit BOINC execution clients used for task execution on the machines in volunteer grids. Thus, when these clients are invoked on a grid resource, that
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resource automatically joins the existing volunteer grid and thus cannot be distinguished from any original volunteer grid resource in terms of the task invocation interface. This simple idea allows for seamless integration of different execution environments into a single virtual pool without the need to reimplement the task scheduling mechanisms for every grid. In GridBot, the overlay constructor is responsible for automatic submission of new execution clients in response to the changing resource demand. The number of execution clients to be submitted to each grid is influenced by a grid selection policy specified for each BOT. The policy depends on the static and dynamic properties of each grid and the demands of the BOT. Once this policy is evaluated for all BOTs, the overlay constructor sums the resource demands for each grid and issues the resource execution requests to one or more submitters in that grid. These submitters attempt to maintain the requested number of running execution clients. Task scheduling: All tasks are submitted to a job queue and dispatched to the resources by a work-dispatch server. The resources connect to the work-dispatch server and pull new tasks. Naturally, this server is the one where all scheduling mechanisms are to be implemented. We identify the following five basic mechanisms necessary to allow efficient BoT scheduling. • Task to resource matching – for dispatching tasks to the resources having specific properties. • Task replication – for speculative execution of multiple copies of the same task to shorten BoT turnaround time. • Task prioritization – for allowing some tasks to be dispatched ahead of the others on specific resources. • Task bundling – for sending multiple tasks to the same resource for achieving higher throughput. • Task deadline – for specifying an upper bound on a task turnaround time, after which it is considered failed



and is resubmitted. Each mechanism alone affects a certain aspect of task execution in a grid, but the combination of all the mechanisms together allows for implementing powerful scheduling techniques specifically tailored to the highly heterogeneous multi-grid environment. We will demonstrate the importance of the combined use of several mechanisms through the following example. Consider the Shortest Processing Time First (SPTF) scheduling algorithm. It is commonly used to reduce average weighted slowdown in a system through prioritizing tasks of shorter BOTs over those of longer ones. This well-know technique, however, is not only ineffective but even harmful for multi-grid environments, since it ignores the probability of failure for a task on a given resource. A task from a shorter BoT will indeed be dispatched to a resource ahead of the one from the longer BOT. However, provided that volunteer grid resources dominate the resource pool, the task requests from the volunteer grid are likely to be more frequent. Hence, the task will be dispatched to the volunteer grid, and thus, contrary to what the scheduling algorithm aimed to achieve, the BoT is likely to slow down. The task prioritization mechanism considers task priority in the context of resource properties, and thus can implement the following resource-aware version of the SPTF algorithm. Tasks in a given BoT are assigned a priority which is reverse proportional to the number of tasks in that BoT on reliable resources, but directly proportional to that number on unreliable resources. Unfortunately, this new version is still not what we want. It indeed allows shorter BOTs to be scheduled on more reliable resources, and longer BOTs on less reliable ones. However, if there is only one BoT in the queue, the algorithm will again dispatch tasks of that BoT to all resources regardless their reliability. To mitigate this problem, we can use the task matching mechanism in conjunction with the prioritization mechanism, by specifying that the resources for the task must have reliability above a given threshold. Thus, matching and prioritization mechanisms together yield the desired effect. Scheduling policies: In many systems, specific algorithms guiding the resource allocation and scheduling mechanisms, such as the SPTF algorithm above, are hardcoded and, other than their configuration parameters, cannot be changed. In contrast, we believe that the mechanisms should be flexible enough to accommodate for a wide variety of workloads and resource environments. This flexibility is expressed in the ability to specify runtime policies for each mechanism. The policies are represented as binary or real-valued functions of the system state, BOT properties and execution state, the resource properties, properties of task replicas, as well as statistical properties of the resources learned by the system at runtime. The system maintains the meta-data



describing all system activities, hosts, BOTs and tasks, and exposes this information to the scheduling mechanisms. The meta-data is gathered and updated dynamically, allowing for automatic adjustment of the execution behavior to rapid changes in the system conditions. The policies are specified when a given task is submitted, and are evaluated every time the decision point of a given mechanism is reached. Every time a new task request is received, the work-dispatch server invokes task matching, bundling, prioritization and deadline mechanisms, and evaluates the respective policies. Thus, if the matching policy evaluates to false the task is not dispatched to the resource which issued the task request. All matching tasks are ordered according to the value produced by the prioritization policy for the specific resource. From those, a few are selected to be sent. The number of tasks sent is obtained by evaluating the bundling policy for the resource. Finally, the deadline policy is evaluated for each task before sending it to a specific resource. The task replication policy is evaluated periodically. The policy determines the number of replicas of that task to be present in the system as a function of the system parameters, and allows the properties of the resources already running other replicas of the same task to be considered. The work dispatch server applies a number of scalability enhancements to achieve a high dispatch rate of hundred of tasks per second, with tens of thousands of resources and millions of tasks in the queue. We refer the interested reader to [2] for more details. III. G RID B OT



AS AN EXECUTION PLATFORM FOR ONLINE COMPUTING SERVICES



We describe our experience with the GridBoT production deployment as a part of the high performance online service for genetic linkage analysis, Superlink-online [4]. The system enables anyone with Internet access to submit genetic data, and analyze it as easily and quickly as if using a supercomputer. The analyses are automatically parallelized, and executed via GridBoT on over 45,000 non-dedicated machines, in 10 different grids including the Open Science Grid, EGEE and the UW Madison Condor pool, as well as the EC2 and the Superlink@Technion volunteer grid (see Figure 2). Since 2009 the system has served more than 300 geneticists from the leading research institutions worldwide, and executed over 6500 different real analysis runs with about 10 million tasks that consumed over 420 CPU years. We focus on several challenges that we faced when implementing the Superlink-online system using GridBot, and demonstrate the utility of the suggested mechanisms in a real setup. A. BoT turnaround time optimization: task replication Task replication is a known technique used to improve turnaround time of tasks in an environment with faulty
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resources. It results in an execution of additional instance of a task in parallel with the already running instance, thereby increasing the chances of the task to complete if one of the instances fails. The key to the efficiency of this approach is to avoid excessive replication, otherwise not only decreasing the performance of the BoT whose tasks are being replicated, but also slowing down other running BOTs competing for the computational resources. As described above, the GridBoT system enables a dynamic replication policy that can be parametrized by several system properties as well as the properties of other running replicas of the same task. We choose the following policy. A task is replicated if the number of existing replicas is below some threshold N and other replicas are running on resources whose probability of failure is above some threshold F . N depends on how close the BoT to completion: the fewer tasks left, the faster we want the BoT to complete; hence, the more replicas we allow. Similarly, F depends on the ratio between the expected running time of a replica to its actual running time on a given resource: the longer the task is running on a resource, the less confident we become that it will succeed, and hence the lower F becomes. Note that the policy avoids replicating tasks running on reliable computers, but it does not prevent new replicas from being invoked on such unreliable resources, thus possibly causing excessive replication. To address this problem we complement the replication policy with a matching policy that disallows invocation of a task on resources whose reliability is lower than the reliability of resources already executing the other replicas of that task. The policy described here is used when the system is executing only few BoTs. However an increase in the number of BoTs might trigger a less permissive policy. Other events that might lead to a dynamic policy change include a sudden drop in the number of available resources or an
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lower-priority BOTs. To allow fast execution of very short BOTs, several CPUs are reserved specifically for them. C. Volunteer grid integration



unusually high failure rate. We evaluated how the replication policies affected the performance. In each run we invoked a single BoT with 30,000 tasks, 10-15 minutes each. The results in Figure 3 are averaged over five runs for each policy. The Permissive replication policy allowed up to 5 replicas per task, whereas the Restrictive one allowed replication only if one of the replicas was running on an unreliable host (error rate higher than 1%, no recent successful results) or longer than 30 minutes. We used the scheduling policy where only reliable hosts were used during the BoT tail phase to prevent creation of redundant replicas, as described in Section II-A. We also measured the percentage of tasks created during replication (Replicas column) and the percentage of tasks whose results were discarded as there was already one result available (Waste column) relative to the number of tasks in the run without replication. The results are presented in Figure 3. We see that the permissive replication policy is both wasteful (57% of the generated replicas are discarded) and inefficient compared to the restrictive one. The reason is that the replicas of the same task compete for the resources. We also see that at the expense of as little as %7 of CPU time waste we attain 1.6-fold improvement in the BoT turnaround time.



In this section we focus on the result validation problem in volunteer grids. Without proper validation of results the volunteer grids cannot be employed. We found that up to 10 numerically incorrect results are produced per 100,000 tasks, when executed in the Superlink@Technion volunteer grid with about 10,000 concurrently active hosts. The detection of such hosts is hard. The hosts produce incorrect results sporadically, and typically return correct results. We designed an application-specific method for detecting incorrect results with high probability. This scheme avoids the resource waste caused by the classical validation schemes that execute the same task several times. In linkage analysis, the result is a probability; thus it must be between zero and one. We also observed that a vast majority of the results produced by the tasks of the same BoT are within the range of three standard deviations from the average over all the results of the tasks in the BOT. A task which produces the results outside of this range is reexecuted to make sure that the result is correct. The results within the legal range are considered correct and are not re-executed. This technique assumes that most of the hosts produce correct results and do not attempt to cheat, which is usually true. Its only limitation is in its inability to detect incorrect results that fall into the allowed range of values. While in theory the probability of such event is not zero, we did not encounter such a case in our experiments, where 3 million tasks were executed twice.



B. Resource-aware SPTF implementation



D. Use of EC2 cloud resources



We implement the version of the resource-aware SPTF algorithm described in II-A. We employ GridBot’s prioritization policy which enables tasks to have different priorities on different resources. Recall that the policies are reevaluated for every task. Thus, an advanced version of the dynamic policy can be implemented, one which takes into account the actual number of incomplete tasks in a given BOT. In fact, this is the resource-aware version of the Shortest Remaining Processing Time First algorithm, where the priority is periodically updated reverse-proportionally to the number of incomplete tasks in the respective BOT. This policy allows the tasks of shorter BOTs to be prioritized on more reliable resources whenever predictable execution is required. Larger BOTs are always prioritized on less reliable resources and are invoked there first. However, if no shorter BOTs are present in the system, the tasks of larger BOTs can be also invoked on the reliable resources, thus spanning all the grids whenever the resources are available. Arrival of shorter BOTs results in eviction of the tasks of



The GridBoT system naturally integrates cloud resources into its virtual cluster. When the request is made by the overlay constructor, the respective grid submitter invokes a new EC2 instance pre-installed with the BOINC execution client. In principle, cloud resources could be used in our system to speed up a given analysis if the one who submitted it is willing to pay. Observe, however, that the number of CPUs one typically buys from cloud providers usually does not exceed few hundreds. This number is clearly much smaller than the size of large-scale grids, and in particular community grids, some with tens of thousands of CPUs. Thus adding the cloud resources might yield very limited speedup, where as the costs grow substantially. We suggest an alternative way of utilizing clouds by leveraging the high reliability of cloud resources, and not only their raw CPU power. We observe that the most dramatic slowdown of a BoT occurs toward the end of the run, in the so-called Tail phase. By that time all the tasks of a BoT are running, and a single task failure may increase the
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total BoT turnaround time. If, however, some of the running tasks are replicated and sent to the cloud resources, they are guaranteed to complete. Thus, in the tail phase even a small number of costly but reliable resources might notably decrease the running time. We compare the effect of different policies of using cloud resources on BoT turnaround and cost. The policies determine when the cloud resources are to be instantiated and which tasks are to be executed on them. GridBoT dynamically deploys up to 20 instances in the Amazon EC2 cloud when the user policy permits it 1 . The instances are kept active as long as they are executing tasks, and automatically shut down when idle at full hour boundaries. The experiments also used Condor pool resources at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. GridBoT automatically maintained constant computation capacity in the Condor pool by resubmitting new execution clients instead of the failed ones. The results of our experiments are presented in Figure 4. We consider two BoTs with 615 and 4916 tasks respectively, which were submitted by geneticists and executed by the production system. We execute them again using different policies. The results are averaged over three runs, excluding the runs where the number of active grid resources fluctuated widely. In experiments 1 and 2 we invoked the smaller BoT on 200 CPUs from the UW Madison Condor pool and 200 CPUs from Amazon EC2. We chose the "large instance" type, which have their computing capacity roughly equivalent to that of the resources in the UW Madison pool. The main difference in the runtime stems from the task failures in the grid, which did not occur in EC2 thanks to its dedicated resources. Experiment 3 shows the results of using a popular policy (referred to as P1) the EC2 resources are used together with the grid since the moment the run is started, and replication is disabled completely. This effectively increases the number of resources available by 10% for the whole run. Clearly this policy is much cheaper than that of using EC2 resources alone. In the remainder of this experiment we use the GridBoT replication mechanism to guide the use of EC2 resources. In each experiment we set a different maximum number of replicas allowed to be created for a task. A new replica is created if the previous one did not return on time. Only the last replica is sent to EC2. If the number of EC2 instances is below 20 and all of them are busy, a new resource is automatically instantiated. Replica creation is allowed only when the BoT is in the tail phase. 1 We are grateful to Amazon for the grant, allowing us to experiment with the system, and enabling geneticists to employ Amazon resources free of charge
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Figure 4. Impact of different policies for using cloud resources on the cost and performance.



In experiments 4 and 5 we allowed only the first replica (P2) and only the second replica (P3) to be sent to EC2 respectively. We see that P2 was not only more expensive but also slower than P1, because it generated too high load on EC2 resources. Tasks that were aimed for EC2 were disallowed from being executed on grid resources. P3, on the other hand, was twice as cheap but only 20% slower than P1, thus making it more cost-efficient. When compared with the EC2-only run, a 40-fold saving in the cost results in only two-fold increase in the runtime, and twice as faster execution than the one using only the grid resources. Experiments 6-9 show similar results for larger BoTs. The same policies were used, adding one new policy P4, where only the third replica is submitted to EC2. This policy was not applied in the smaller run as the number of tasks which failed three times was too low to be statistically significant. Observe that while we use 1000 CPUs from the grid and only 20 from EC2, their impact on the performance and cost is quite significant. We see that the best policy P4 is not only 3 times cheaper, but also about 80% faster than the standard policy P1. E. Execution of large-scale analysis Figure 5 shows a typical execution of the parallelized analysis over multiple grids with all the described mechanisms in place. The graph in Figure 5(a) shows the number of incomplete tasks left in the queue from the moment the respective BoT is invoked until it completes. For clarity it includes only the execution time in the grids, with the parallelization and preprocessing time excluded. Observe the almost linear form of the graph, in particular toward the end
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(b) Figure 5. Example of execution of an analysis parallelized into a 600,000task BoT. (a) Number of incomplete tasks in a BoT over time. (b) Estimate of the throughput per grid in the equivalent number of CPU-cores.



of the run. This suggests that, thanks to task replication, only minimal delay was introduced. The graph in Figure 5(b) shows the relative contribution of each grid, expressed as the number of CPUs in an imaginary homogeneous dedicated cluster. Different colors correspond to the 10 different grids, with the main contributors being the Superlink@Technion volunteer grid, the Open Science Grid, the UW Madison Condor pool and the Technion Condor pool. In a non-dedicated environment, the number of concurrently executing CPUs cannot be used to estimate the throughput because of the task failures. To obtain a more realistic estimate, we periodically sampled the running time of 1000 recently finished tasks, and multiplied their average by the number of tasks consumed since the last sample. Observe that the contribution of the volunteer grid (uppermost area in the graph) is often equivalent to that of all other grids together. IV. D ISCUSSION GridBoT extends the applicability of volunteer grids to interactive computing services via their seamless integration with the standard grids and clouds on the one hand, and the BoT scheduling and execution mechanisms on the other. We confirm the validity of our methods through implementing an online computing service which uses the GridBoT system for execution of interactive and massively parallel BOTs.



Below we outline a number of possible future research directions. Distributed work-dispatch server: Work-dispatch server scalability is essential for high performance in the GridBoT system. The growth in the number of active execution clients and shorter tasks may lead to a saturation of the work-dispatch server. One can improve the scalability by increasing the task granularity and by scaling up the server hardware. However, scale-out solutions, which effectively parallelize the work-dispatch algorithm, can provide much better performance thanks to the distribution of network requests in addition to reducing CPU load. Overlay challenges: GridBoT reemphasizes the benefits of using overlay computing for executing tasks over grids. In addition to the performance benefits for the grid user, bypassing the grid queues significantly reduces the load on the grid gateways, thus increasing the overall system performance. However, the overlay may also have negative effects on the grids. Working closely with grid administrators in the design of GridBot, we learned a number of important lessons in this regard. The overlay execution client might occupy the remote resource forever if not terminated by the grid system. While having little effect in systems with preemptive scheduling, this behavior may lead to starvation of the other grid tasks in preemption-free environments, and to the underutilization of grid resources. Furthermore, the discrepancy between the information available to the overlay constructor layer and the one used by the scheduler may lead to the resources being occupied but not used. Another problem arises from the “infinite supply” of overlay execution clients, which are continuously being pushed to the grids to maintain the overlay instead of those clients which were terminated or evicted. It is thus essential to avoid queue overload on the grid gateways by limiting the number of submitted tasks. Furthermore, without active runtime monitoring of the load, even a single permanently failing resource may render the grid gateway unusable if the execution clients are submitted blindly and destined to failure. Finally, the open communication channel created by the overlay directly into the grid resources allows easy bypass of the grid security mechanisms. Not only does the security of the whole grid system become dependent on that of the overlay infrastructure, but the identity of the users running the tasks via the overlay is hidden from the grid accounting system. Task replication : Another important component of GridBoT is task replication. However, as has been shown in the experiments, an incorrect replication policy may significantly increase the workload and decrease system efficiency. While GridBoT implements mechanisms to avoid excessive replication, the impact of replication policies on the performance of the entire grid still has to be investigated. Preventing volunteer grid throughput decay: Many, if not all, volunteer grids are established in the context of an



applied research in some research institution. For the grid to gain popularity, attract and retain new contributors, some incentive needs to be provided. Today, contributors “earn” a certain amount of credit points for every completed task. However, these points do not have any practical meaning and are used only for comparison between different contributors of the same volunteer grid. Optimally, however, they should be used as a virtual currency for buying some goods. For example, if the research lab is developing some algorithms having practical use, for example image processing algorithms, these can be exposed to the users in return for the earned credits. Alternative strategies are to be investigated. Cloud usage strategies: The ideas of cost-efficient use of clouds presented here can be extended to multiple clouds, and can be used in the context of private-public cloud execution frameworks. Yet, a more systematic approach is required to find the optimal policies for using cloud resources. V. R ELATED WORK This work builds on previous research in two important fields: running Bags of Tasks over unreliable resources, and building high-performance computing services. From the onset of cluster and grid computing research, a number of systems have been developed for execution of BoT-type workloads using application-level scheduling ( APST [5], Nimrod-G [6], Condor Master-Worker [7] among others). Recent work has reemphasized the importance of overlay computing concepts (also termed multilevel scheduling) [8]–[12]. However, unlike GridBot, these systems do not provide BoT-specific execution mechanisms, leaving their implementation to the application. Nor can they utilize community grids or grids with strict firewall policies. The idea of replicating tasks in failure-prone environments was investigated from both theoretical [13] and practical perspectives [14]–[18]. These papers propose the algorithms for replication and resource selection to reduce BoT turnaround. These works motivated the replication and scheduling policies in our system. Integration of different types of grids, including community grids, was also discussed by Cappello et al [19], and further developed by EDGeS [20] project. These works mostly focus on the system infrastructure, as opposed to the user-centric focus of the Superlink-online system. The use of cloud computing for scientific computations has been considered in several papers in the last few years. Some, such as [21], considered the raw cost of using the EC2 resources and concluded that these costs are often too high. Kondo et al. [22] provided a systematic comparison of EC2 versus community grids and determined when it becomes cost-effective to establish a community grid instead of renting the resources from the EC2 cloud. Condor [3] and SGE [23] systems enable extending the local grid into a cloud infrastructure when the amount of local resources is
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